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The Heli-Fast aircraft is the Saint Louis University’s (SLU) submission in response to
the Request for Proposal (RFP) for the 2014 AHS Student Design Competition, cosponsored by AugustaWestland. According to the X-VTOL Design Competition RFP,
“The DARPA VTOL X-Plane is intended to establish key performance attributes to
enable transformational mission capabilities on an objective aircraft. These include
efficient sustained hover, long-range cruise, high useful loads and sustained flight at
high speeds.”
Heli-Fast seeks to improve upon VTOL flight through the innovative cross-pollination
of rotary-wing and fixed with designs. Meeting the requirements of the high
performance aircraft, Heli-Fast researched the capabilities of a flying wing utilizing
ducted fan propulsive systems. The success of the Heli-Fast aircraft can be attributed
to the optimization of the ducted fans and the detailed structure of the aircraft and the
stability and control analysis of the aircraft.

The DARPA VTOL XPlane is intended to
establish key performance
attributes to enable
transformational mission
capabilities on an objective
aircraft. These include
efficient sustained hover,
long-range cruise, high
useful loads and sustained
flight at high speeds. The
table of Key Design
Requirements is the
requirements to meet this
objective.

With the basic mission profile and key design requirements given by
the competition RFP, the design process began by researching the
current types of vertical take-off and landing aircraft.
Helicopters: The fastest helicopter is the Eurocopter X-3 and
achieves a top speed of 255 kts, not reaching the 300-400 kts
requirement
Tilt-Rotors: The most successful and popular tilt-rotor currently in
use today is the Bell Boeing V-22 Osprey and achieves a top speed
of only 250 kts, not reaching the 300-400 kts requirement
Jet-Engine: The F-35B is capable of reaching speeds in excess of
1000 kts, however it cannot take-off or land vertically
Through this investigation, it was clear more research needed to
take place to find the optimal type of aircraft to achieve the high
performance objectives.

The figure above shows the
combination of tilt wing and liftfans would provide the balance
between hover efficiency and
speed that Team Heli-Fast
desires to achieve.

Bell X-22

Doak VZ-4

Ryan XV-5
The only two aircraft that come close to or exceed the 75% line, meeting the
design requirement, are the Ball X-22 and the Doak VZ-4 – both of which are
ducted fan aircraft. Team Heli-Fast’s design includes ducted fan technology.

The team was heading towards a conventional fixed wing aircraft
that had multiple ducted fans in the wings in order to provide
vertical and horizontal thrust.
Initial concepts were very similar to that of the Ryan XV-5 and were
designed with a manned mission in mind. However, through the
conceptual design process the team decided to reevaluate its mission
pursuant of a more radical and innovative design.
The mission changed from rescue and cargo mission to a technology
demonstrator aircraft. Team Heli-Fast came up with a concept of
using an unmanned, flying wing design.

A flying wing incorporating ducted
fans is more challenging than using a
‘conventional’ aircraft with ducted
fans, but historical data shows ducted
fans integrated in the design has been
successful.

Given that the aircraft is vertical take-off and landing, constraints such as ground roll and take-off obstacle
clearance were not considered. The constraints considered were a constant altitude and velocity flight, constant
velocity climb, constant altitude and speed turn, and stall. The design point falls within the acceptable range while
the X-22 was not within the acceptable range but this is not surprising given that the X-22 used four fans to
compensate for a lower wing area.

Initially, the team examined airfoils designed for tailless aircraft such as the MH60-12. While these tailless aircraft
airfoils produced favorable lift and drag characteristics, they were not thick enough to create the volume necessary
to house all the components within the body of the aircraft.
In order to get the thickness it was decided to use highly cambered NACA airfoils since their thickness can be
adjusted to fit the needs of this aircraft and they have favorable lift and drag characteristics.
The NACA 44XX series in thicknesses of 10, 15, and 20 percent were chosen. While these airfoils produced
favorable lift and drag characteristics, they produced unfavorable static stability characteristics. The team modified
the NACA airfoils by reflexing the trailing edge

A computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis was used to give the
most accurate results possible for the design process. The code used
to do this analysis was Star-CCM+, a commercial CFD code that is
gaining popularity in the industry.
A half-body symmetry plane simulation was run with the ducts and
duct supports installed. The fans and inlet ducts were not analyzed.

CFD Analysis Set-Up
Grid Topology and
resolution:
Unstructured
1.2 million cells
Reynolds Number:
7.50 million (Stall Velocity)
26.3 million (Cruise Velocity)
Altitude:
Sea Level
Angle of Attack:
-5 to 22
Physics:
3D
Steady State
Ideal Gas
Coupled Flow
K-Omega Turbulence

Polyhedral Mesh
Static Pressure Distribution

Static Pressure & Streamlines

A critical design question was if the thrust requirement would be dominated by vertical take-off or
achieving the velocity of 300-400 kts. A quick approximation was done and it was estimated that
vertical take-off would be the greater thrust requirement as long as the aircraft drag coefficient was
less than about 0.4, comparable to the drag coefficient of a smooth cylinder.
The ducted fan analysis was then focused on gaining a reasonable estimate of the principal design
variables, thrust required, rotor area, exit are, the rotor to exit ratio, and the velocity of the air
leaving the duct. These approximations were primarily compared to the Bell X-22 as it has the
most similar ducts, utilizing 7 ft diameter ducted fans, and detailed information was more readily
available in contrast to the Doak VZ-4.
To ensure the accuracy of the thrust output of the ducted fan, a computational simulation was run
in Star-CCM+ which resulted in a thrust output nearly identical to that of the hand calculations.

With reliable verification of the ducted fan, estimation on the power required could be done to
begin the process of engine selection. Using the ducted fan specifications, a fan producing 2328
hp would be required for each fan to provide 7000 lb of thrust. Accounting for a 10% loss of
power, the engine selection was done with the assumption that 5000 hp power would be
required.

The transmission necessary for this system would need to be able
to accept input from two separate engines and then transmit it out
to the three separate fans; the forward pitch fan and the two die
fans. Comparing to helicopter transmissions, it was expected that
the power loss in the transmission would be no greater than 5%.
Since the shafts run the length of the wing, they would have to
flex with the wing when the aircraft was under its flight loads. It
should be possible for the transmission to operate with as much as
3 of misalignment.

Aluminum Beam Deflection

Steel Beam Deflection

The preliminary design had a 40 ft wingspan, 12,000 lb gross weight, and an average chord length of
10.3 ft. Initial analysis was a 20 ft long, 5 in. square aluminum and steel beam created using SolidWorks
and subjected to a 6000 lb point load on one end and fixed on the other end. The aluminum beam
deflected approximately 52 in. and the steel beam deflected 19 in. From these two analyses, the use of
only a simple beam wing would be impractical and a different internal structure would be needed. In
addition to creating a more complex internal structure, the wingspan of the design was shortened to 35 ft
in order to lower stresses and deflection.

The wing structure was designed to have 28 evenly spaced ribs, a 5x5x0.25 in. main
spar, and leading and trailing edge spars. This model was built in SolidWorks; a
preliminary Finite Element Analysis was conducted using SolidWorks Simulation
Express to determine the deflection. The wing was again fixed at the center and a
6000 lb point load was placed on each wingtip.
The final structural configuration of the aircraft was an additional two spars on the
top and bottom of the wing at the quarter chord location. The dimensions of the
main spar were changed through multiple simulations until the deflection was
within the 3.75 in. limit. This limit was determined off the fact that the drive shafts
of the aircraft can be subjected to no more than 3 of delction. The final dimensions
of the main spar were 5x7.5x0.75 in. with a weight of 3027 lbs.

The primary concern of the internal layout was the engines, transmission,
hydraulics, and payload as it is impossible to distribute their weight throughout the
aircraft.
The engines were placed towards the front so the inlet could be integrated with the
inlet for the front pitch fan. This also allowed the transmission to be placed directly
behind the engines and be directly in line with the wingtip ducted fans. The
hydraulic system was placed just aft of the transmission. The payload bays were
chosen to be directly below the engines as this helped improve the stability of the
aircraft. The main avionics and computer systems were placed to either side of the
engines. The fuel tanks, while not pictured, would be distributed throughout the
aircraft. These would include several integrated wing tanks and several integrated
body tanks. These arrangements provide a neutrally stable aircraft at take-off that
gradually becomes more stable as fuel is burned.

During hover, the aircraft performs much like a helicopter. Therefore, the performance analysis followed
the performance analysis of a helicopter with some slight modifications. The two largest changes were
that tip losses for the rotors were neglected and the assumption that the chord line of the aircraft would
remain level. The first assumption is a direct result of the inclusion of the ducts around the fans and the
second is based on the independence of rotor and vehicle chord angles of attack in the Heli-Fast design.
The hover performance was analyzed with the maximum gross weight of 12,000 lb.

The characteristic of the aircraft in hover that had to be closely examined is the
power loading of the rotors. With a rotor area just over 46 ft2 and a gross weight of
12,000 lbs, the aircraft has a disc loading of 258.96 lbs/ft2. This corresponds to an
ideal power loading of 2.357 lbs/hp. A breakdown of the power losses and usage
by other systems shows that the aircraft uses 123.42% of the ideal power during
hover at sea level standard condition – this power loading falls in the competition
guideline of the power used being no more than 125% of the power required in
hover.

Transitioning from hover to forward flight is a crucial and challenging design concern. Transitioning is
the most inefficient phase of the entire flight envelope due to the increased drag of the off angle of the
ducts. The most effective way to transition is to make transition short and balancing a gain in forward
velocity with a potential loss of altitude, ensuring that at the conclusion of transition the aircraft is
traveling at a velocity that is greater than that of the stall velocity while maintaining sufficient lift to
retain flight
T/W = 1.0
With a thrust to weight
ratio of 1, in the quickest
transition case only 70 ft
of altitude is lost and the
end of transitional
velocity yielded from
120-130 kts.

T/W = 1.17

The actual thrust to
weight ratio of the HeliFast aircraft is 1.17.

With a thrust to weight ratio of 1.17, at full power, transition can occur without
any altitude loss for all three transitional times. This would not be practical in
practice but demonstrates that the aircraft is more than capable of transitioning
and would be capable to the altitude of the hover ceiling.
An intuitive concern when transitioning particularly with ducted fans is the
possibility of the internal duct of the fan stalling at high angle of attacks. The
historical successes of the X-22 and VZ-4 imply that this would not likely be an
extreme issue.

The scalability of the proposed design was given significant consideration throughout the design process
and with this aircraft design it is extremely feasible to scale the aircraft down to 4,000 lbs or up to 24,000
lbs.
The use of flying wings can be seen across the full realm of aviation from very small remote control
aircraft to the enormity of the B-2.
Ducted fans again are seen in a wide range of aircraft and are extremely common in small UAVs When
looking at specific weights in question; the Doak VZ-4 had a gross weight of 3,200 lbs, very close to the
4,000 lbs in question. For the larger weight, the Bell X-22 is the largest aircraft researched and while its
maximum weight was only 18,000 lbs, there are no design issues implying that on a slightly larger scale
ducted fans would be ineffective.
The turbo-shaft propulsion can be seen all across the aviation field. Assuming the power requirements
scaled linearly, a small scale version would require approximately 1,600 hp while a large scale adaptation
would require 10,000 hp. 10,000 hp is a considerable amount; however there are numerous engines that
would satisfy the two engine scheme as described in the design.

Team Heli-Fast was determined to create an innovative aircraft that can achieve the capabilities of a
rotary-wing design and a fixed wing design to complete a transformational mission. A flying wing design
with the utilization of ducted fans for vertical and horizontal flight is a completely innovative idea that
presents many design challenges. Although there are challenges, the aircraft was successfully developed
and analyzed. The Heli-Fast aircraft is able to meet all the key design requirements.
Since the Heli-Fast aircraft is fully capable of meeting all the key design requirements and completes the
flight profile with ease, the aspect to put this aircraft over-the-top is its originality. The innovative design
of utilizing a flying wing with the ducted fan propulsion for hovering and forward flight presents many
design challenges that were overcome to create never-before-seen aviation achievement.

